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Introduction

Dear Colleagues,

The Internet is becoming more and more important in our daily lives. At the same
time, the technological possibilities are increasingly blurring the boundaries between
our private and work lives. Therefore, it makes sense to know about the impact that
your own activities – on the Internet in general and on social media platforms in
particular – can have for everyone involved. Marquard & Bahls acknowledges the
benefits of social media platforms and the increasing need to be active on them.
However, these new channels contain certain risks that give rise to new challenges
and tasks. This Social Media Guideline is designed to help you to communicate
successfully in the social media without taking legal risks.
The basic rules of communication on the Internet are already set out in our Code
of Conduct, which covers issues such as compliance with the law, protection of
intellectual property, confidentiality, and protection against discrimination. Likewise,
the provisions specified in the employment contract and local requirements, such as
the IT Guideline, apply. With this in mind, the idea is to ensure that all the guidelines
associated with these documents are consistently and responsibly applied.

Christian Flach
Chief Executive Officer

Claus-Georg Nette
Chief Financial Officer

Julio Tellechea
Chief Operating Officer
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What is
Social Media?

Social media (networks) are online platforms used to share and discuss information
and opinions. So social media are distinguished by the fact that users participate
interactively by integrating text, pictures or videos. The countless social media
offerings, such as blogs/microblogs (e.g. Tumblr, Twitter), social networks
(e.g. Facebook, Google+), professional networks (e.g. LinkedIn, XING), platforms for
sharing videos (e.g. YouTube) and pictures (e.g. Flickr, Instagram, Path) or wikis
(e.g. Wikipedia, Wikia), are changing the way we communicate on the Internet.
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What is Social Media?

The logos shown in this document are trademarks of the respective companies. They
are used only to precisely describe the brands listed and illustrate the essence of the
brand in a way that words alone could not.

Social Media Landscape 2013 by Fred Cavazza – FredCavazza.net
The diagram is subject to a Creative Commons BY-ND 3.0 license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/).

The following section contains a selection of social media channels that are
particularly relevant for our purposes.
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What is
Social Media?
Facebook
With over 1.5  billion users worldwide (February 2016), Facebook is the undisputed
front-runner among social networks. The communications platform offers two
different kinds of user account: Business Accounts for companies, and personal
profiles. Generally, instead of creating profiles to present themselves or their brands
companies create “fan pages”. The Facebook Timeline presents all posts and activities
of a company or a personal page. Users can also write messages and form groups.

Google+
Google+ is Google’s own social network with about 370 million active users
(June 2015). As with Facebook, there is a distinction between the personal profiles of
individuals and the business presence of companies and organizations on “+Pages”.
A distinguishing feature is the grouping of contacts into “circles”, making it simple to
distribute different information to different groups of recipients.

YouTube
YouTube is the world’s best-known video portal. Every minute, about 400 hours of
video are uploaded (July 2015). Since many users directly search YouTube for video
content, this platform has now become the world’s second-largest search engine after
Google, by number of searches. Companies mainly use YouTube today to visualize
many of their messages in video clips and present them to a mass audience, or use
this high-traffic site to disseminate individual (corporate) image films in a targeted
way.

Flickr
Flickr offers people the opportunity of uploading and sharing photos and short videos
(max. 3 minutes) with other users, and commenting on them and rating them, which
results in the content being expanded by metadata. Flickr can also be used as an
online storage facility, from which content can be integrated into other portals. As of
May 2015, over ten billion photos had been uploaded.
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What is Social Media?

Twitter
With more than 1.3 billion registered users (August 2015) Twitter is the world’s most
popular microblogging service. A microblogging service is a blend of messenger
and social network. On Twitter short messages (called tweets) can be sent, up to a
maximum length of 140 characters. The point of this social media platform is to follow
various (other people’s or companies’) accounts and read and/or respond to their
tweets. Current news and events are quite frequently first disseminated on Twitter
before they are even reported in the traditional media.

LinkedIn
LinkedIn is a social network specifically for professional networking. So people’s
profiles here mainly consist of representations of their career and occupational
history. It also offers communication options similar to those of the other social
networks. LinkedIn has over 400 million members in more than 200 countries
(October 2015).

XING
The German equivalent of LinkedIn, XING has over 9 million members (January 2016)
in Germany, Austria and Switzerland (and about 10 million worldwide). It is the leading
network primarily used for business purposes in the German speaking countries.

Wikipedia
Founded in 2001, Wikipedia is now the world’s largest free encyclopedia. Available in
about 290 languages, Wikipedia is the world’s most frequently used online reference,
and the seventh most-visited website (March 2016). Registered users can create and
expand the web encyclopedia with articles on specific keywords or specialist topics –
independently or in groups organized online (WikiProjects).
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Scope

This Social Media Guideline is aimed at the employees of Marquard & Bahls and its
subsidiaries who while using social media in their personal lives refer to Marquard &
Bahls or its subsidiaries in their content, and/or who use social media to fulfill their
professional responsibilities. Critical content references to the company can include
such things as company logos, photos of the workplace (facilities, plants, offices or
vehicles, etc.) or the text of company announcements.
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Social Media in
the Workplace

The private use of social media in the workplace is subject to the guidelines in this
document, as well as to the general rules for Internet use as defined in the Code of
Conduct and in the local IT Guideline. In specific cases, supervisors may make special
arrangements in writing.
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Rules of Conduct

Binding Nature of these Rules
The rules set out in this guideline are binding for all employees of Marquard & Bahls
and its subsidiaries. Non-compliance can result in consequences under employment
law. Due to the rapid developments in this area, this guideline will be reviewed and
updated at regular intervals, and important changes will be publicized. It is the duty of
every employee to stay informed about the latest social media regulations.

Public Relations
Communicating with the public on behalf of a Marquard & Bahls company is only
permitted for persons who are authorized to do so by the management. If you want
to create a social media presence for a Marquard & Bahls company, you must first
consult the Corporate Communication Department. All accounts that are used for
such presences are the property of the respective company. The official channels
are set up by the Corporate Communication Department in such a way that several
employees have access rights.

Confidential Business Information
A conscientious handling of confidential information and the preservation of trade
and business secrets are fundamental to our success. The company’s confidentiality
obligations naturally apply in the social media, too. The disclosure of confidential information and the uploading of confidential photos, diagrams or illustrations are not
permitted. Any information that has not already been published by Marquard & Bahls
or its subsidiaries shall be deemed confidential. Photos or videos of the workplace
(facilities, plants, offices or vehicles, etc.) may also be critical as external parties could
gain information about our company as a result.
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Rules of Conduct

Copyrights and Trademarks
Whenever a photo, illustration or diagram is created, a copyright automatically also
arises. Besides this, registered trademarks are subject to trademark protection. This
applies e.g. to all of the group’s company names and logos. Even though the various
social media platforms make copying or pasting content very easy, always check in
advance to see whether the rights holder has released their works for copying. You
will find information on rights in contracts, in notes on invoices or in attachments, for
example. If a note on copyrights cannot be found in the documents mentioned above,
you must obtain a license or other permission from the copyright owner.

Privacy and Personal Rights
Please protect both your own privacy and personal data and that of others. Every time
you publish information about other people, the person in question must have given
his/her prior written consent. This especially applies for pictures and videos where
people could be recognized, as well as for names and addresses in texts or presentations. Also, do not report on the personal opinions of friends, colleagues or others,
unless that person has given their consent.

Comments about the Company
Information already published by Marquard & Bahls and its subsidiaries may only
be forwarded by linking or sharing. For any other comments, please carefully
check their accuracy and unambiguousness – if in doubt contact the Corporate
Communication Department or your supervisor before you post information on
social media platforms.
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Rules of Conduct

Responsibility
You are personally responsible for your comments and behavior in the social media.
The boundaries between professional and personal identity are fluid, so you should
carefully consider what information you share with which recipients. Be aware that it
may not always be possible to delete information published on the Internet and that
it may be read by superiors, colleagues, potential customers, partners and journalists.

Respect
Courtesy is a prerequisite for good communications in the social media as elsewhere.
All communication partners should always be given due respect, even if they hold
a different opinion or attack you personally. Avoid all statements that could be
classified as defamatory, in other words as offensive, abusive, insulting, derogatory or
discriminatory. Also treat the competition with courtesy and respect.
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Transparency
Other users can only make a correct assessment of the information provided if they
are aware of the key background information behind a statement. If you comment
online on topics related to Marquard & Bahls and/or its subsidiaries, make your
personal connection to the topic known. Only then can other users evaluate your
statement correctly and put it in context. When you make any comments about the
company, please use your real name, not a pseudonym. At the same time, avoid
creating the impression that your post is a post by the company or by a company
account. The easiest way to do this is to state that this is your personal opinion.
No company information (e.g. email addresses) or company logos may be used to
register for or use social media platforms for private purposes.
Anyone who identifies themselves in their profile as a Marquard & Bahls employee
always appears as an ambassador of the company. So please handle this mix of the
private and professional with care.

Media Contacts
If you find posts about our company, services and products online, please forward
them to the Corporate Communication Department (email: online-media@
marquard-bahls.com) and the heads of the respective divisions. If you are contacted
by media representatives during your personal activities on social media about
issues concerning Marquard & Bahls and/or its subsidiaries, please forward requests
to the Corporate Communication Department and/or the manager responsible. Do
not comment to the media except to say you have forwarded the request in-house.
You are welcome to contact the Corporate Communication Department at any time if
you have questions regarding this guideline.
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Dos and Don’ts

Dos
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Before uploading content to social media platforms, inform yourself about the
rights you are granting to the operator. Keep yourself regularly informed about
applicable rules of conduct/terms of use and the privacy settings of your posts
and adhere to them.



For all posts, consider copyright, personal and trademark rights, as well as
privacy laws.



Any company documents or information may only be posted by the Corporate
Communication Department or by authorized company personnel.



Inform the Corporate Communication Department and the relevant Managing
Director if you find internal information about our company on the Internet.



Before publishing information, be aware that business partners, colleagues and
superiors might also see it, and consider the consequences this may have for
everyone involved.



Be aware that you also represent your employer as soon as you identify yourself
as an employee on social media platforms, and conduct yourself accordingly.



If you mention one of our companies, state your relationship to the company in
all relevant discussions.



Separate opinion and fact: To avoid misunderstandings, make it clear which parts
of your statements represent opinion and which parts represent fact.



Be courteous and respectful. Always respond objectively and factually, even to
negative criticism, and stay on topic, even if you are attacked personally.



Conduct yourself transparently and correct your own mistakes promptly and for
everyone to understand. Mere deletion and replacement can lead to confusion
and is not considered good form.

Dos and Don’ts

Don’ts


Do not create or use any social media accounts on behalf of our companies
without consulting with the Corporate Communication Department or your
supervisor.



Do not use company email addresses on social media channels to create private
accounts or as contact information in private dialog with other users.



Do not share internal information via social media channels, closed groups or
sharing platforms (see Sharing).



Do not make statements in the name of the company and make sure that what
you say does not give the impression of being an official statement.



Press releases and other publications may not be directly published on private
profiles – not even excerpts from them. Sharing them as a link is permitted (see
e.g. the Facebook “share” button).



Do not upload images or videos you have created yourself to social media
channels, such as Facebook or YouTube, without permission if they divulge
information about our company.



Do not ignore the copyright of digital content. Only use third party content
crediting the source and in consultation with the author. If in doubt, do not copy
but refer to third-party posts using links.



Do not use social media to air problems with colleagues, business partners or
competitors. Please make use of the in-house communication options for this.



Do not be sucked into arguments with others. It can make sense to stop a
conversation after a factual post has been made, if the communications partner is
not conducting an objective discussion.



Avoid posts that do not offer added value to others, such as repetition or posts
that purely endorse or oppose an earlier post.
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Glossary

Adding
You can extend your own virtual circle of friends by “adding” other social media users.
Use the “Add Friend” Facebook button to send a friend request. The person asked
then receives a notification and can accept or reject the friend request.

Avatar
An avatar is an image or a 3D model that represents a person in a virtual
environment, such as a social network or a computer game.

Backlink s
Backlinks are links from external sites that lead to your own website. The number and
quality of backlinks plays an essential role in search engine optimization (see SEO).
Backlinks are especially highly rated by search engines if a specific keyword related to
the search (e.g. “oil trading”) on an external site links directly to your site or a subpage
about that exact topic.

Blog
Short for “Web log”. In its original form, this is a kind of journal or diary where the
blogger publishes his thoughts, experiences and opinions in the form of text, pictures
or video (video blog). Posts are usually displayed in descending order of their date of
publication (most recent post first). Nowadays, companies will often publish articles
in the form of “professional blogs”, where they provide information on specific topics.

Book mar king
Bookmarks or social bookmarks are digital bookmarks that can be used to tag
the websites a user finds interesting. Social bookmarks can be created, collected,
evaluated and commented on by registered users of a platform. Websites can
become better known by being registered on heavily frequented social bookmarking
platforms, which is why social bookmarking has become increasingly attractive in
search engine optimization (see SEO). Examples of popular bookmarking services
include Webnews and Mister Wong.
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Glossary

Cl oud
In the IT sector, a “cloud” encompasses the abstracted IT resources that are available
through a network. They are differentiated into three different levels of abstraction
and service models:






“Infrastructure as a service”:
These offer virtualized, highly standardized IT resources (such as computing
power, storage space, networks), which the customer can use to build their
own services.
“Platform as a service”:
These offer a complete infrastructure with standardized interfaces on which
customers run their own applications without having access to the underlying
layers (hardware, operating system).
“Software as a service”:
In this most abstract form, the customer only has access to an application,
often directly through the browser. Examples are Google Docs or Dropbox.

Most of these services are offered by external providers. Very well known cloud
service providers include Apple with its iCloud, wherein Apple offers access to the
same user data across all of a user’s Apple devices, as well as Amazon. However,
there is some controversy regarding the security of the data managed using a cloud
solution.

Co mm ent
In the area of social media, a comment is a response to content and represents the
main type of interaction between users. In commenting on posts or articles on social
media, certain rules on handling posts should be respected.

Co ntent Management S ystem ( CM S )
A content management system (or back-end system) is software that facilitates
the creation, editing and organization of content. Editors can be given different
access rights for a CMS, which allow them to only edit, delete and create certain
content. Typo3, Joomla and WordPress are among the most popular open-source
CMS (open source means free in respect of licenses).
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Glossary

D omain
A domain refers to a subdivision on the Internet. The domain is the first part of a
website’s URL and consists of:





Top-level domain, which is the last unit of the sequence and represents the highest
level of name resolution (e.g. .com, .de, .eu)
Secondary domain (e.g. marquard-bahls)
Service names that can be inserted before the secondary domain (e.g. www., shop.,
career., hamburg.)

An example of a domain is www.marquard-bahls.com. Any number of subdomains
can be created for a domain (subdomains are domains that are located underneath a main domain). Subdomains are generally transcribed via the service name.
For example, the subdomain change.marquard-bahls.net was created for the
www.marquard-bahls.net domain, to manage technical and thematically separate
websites.

Fan P ages
In social networks like Facebook, as a rule only real people are allowed to create
profiles. Companies, organizations, brands and the like create “fan pages”. Though
these have the same basic structures as user profiles, they are subject to other
restrictions. For example, fan pages are always public. Members of the network can
choose for themselves (via the “like” button, see Like) to be informed about news, and
there may be multiple page administrators.

Feeds
Feeds are used mostly as “news feeds” (see also RSS feeds). Feeds can be subscribed
to and after activation automatically provide the user with messages/updates on the
desired topics. Users can also choose to subscribe only to certain selected content of
a blog or corporate website.

Flamewar
A flamewar describes discussions in social media or the comments section of an
Internet site with a high proportion of emotional and aggressive posts. Flamewars are
often a protest response to the specific behavior of a company or person. Objective
criticism is usually mixed with numerous irrelevant or offensive contributions, which
can escalate the row. It often takes considerable effort to gain control of such a
wave of indignation. In any case, a flamewar demands a response and should not
be ignored.
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Glossary

Ha s hta g
By putting “#” in front of a string of characters, authors give it particular significance.
If the platform supports this function, the string of characters behind the hashtag can
be found by search engines. If the same hashtag is used by other users, there is a
connection between the various posts. An example of a social media channel in which
this is frequently used is Twitter.

I ns ta nt Messag ing
This term refers to real-time text-based communications over a network. A contact
list with details of the current status (online/offline) and the ability to transfer files has
been established as standard for such programs. Instant messaging is also included
in the Lotus Notes client. Social media also offer this way of communicating on their
platforms.

I nternet For um
This is a virtual place for exchanging experiences, opinions and files. Initially it was
mainly newsgroups on Usenet (Unix User Network) and mailing lists. Now most of the
forums used are on websites.

Keyword
A keyword is a particular word or combination of words (key phrase), under which a
particular website should be found when you enter it/them as a search term in search
engines. In search engine optimization (see SEO), it is important to ensure a certain
keyword density on your site (optimized for each sub-page), i.e. to integrate one or
two keywords or word combinations to achieve a keyword density of around 3% with
respect to the entire page content (text, headings, picture captions and metadata of
the page elements). In search engine marketing (see SEM), all the key factors revolve
around keyword optimization.

Li ke
A Like is an action that can be performed by Facebook users when they are on
websites equipped with the feature. Instead of posting a comment you can click
a “Like” button to express your approval of content or entire company pages
(see Fan pages) and share this with others. With Google+, users share their approval
using the “+1” feature.
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Glossary

Metadata
In relation to websites, metadata or meta-information is data containing information about the traits of certain content, e.g. about a subpage or a photo that is used.
Metadata descriptions of a subpage usually include a title and description that should
not exceed a certain length. For the purpose of search engine optimization (see SEO),
metadata should be created for each individual subpage of a website and the images
of each site should also be provided with a description to make them “readable” for
search engines and possibly for visually impaired people (“accessibility”).

N ewsr eader
A newsreader is a program that provides a consolidated view of the content from
RSS feeds from various websites.

N ick name
In the Internet field this is understood as a pseudonym or an alias that is used
for registrations and notifications for services. Often it is used instead of a real name
to conceal the user’s identity. Some platforms (e.g. Facebook), however, require
disclosure of real names so that the use of such pseudonyms constitutes a violation
of the Terms of Service.

P odcast
Podcasts are media files (audio/video) regularly provided for free download. They
are often disseminated using RSS feeds. Television channels, for example, now offer
programs as podcasts.

P ost
A post is a message, opinion or comment on social media, e.g. in chat rooms, forums
or blogs. In most cases, posts can be any length and photos or videos can be included.
Only in some media such as Twitter are posts limited to only 140 characters.
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Rea l Na me
Real name refers to a person’s real name as it is rendered in official documents. The
term is usually used in connection with the opposite term “nickname”.

RSS F eeds
RSS feeds (also known as newsfeeds, see Feeds) are content similar to a news ticker,
which the website operator provides to inform users about changes on its website
using a newsreader in a standardized format. RSS (originally “rich site summary”
and later “really simple syndication”) therefore refers to the provision of data and
information in a compact RSS format.

SEA
Search engine advertising uses advertising space offered by search engine operators
on search results pages for previously specified terms (see Keywords). One of the
best-known examples is Google AdWords.

SEM
Search engine marketing includes all measures that lead to an increase in the number
of visitors to a website by improving its visibility in search engine results pages. This
includes search engine optimization (SEO) and search engine advertising (SEA).

SEO
The term “search engine optimization” (SEO) includes all measures taken to boost
a website’s ranking in search engine search results, and thus to increase the
website’s reach. SEO involves a further distinction between on-page and off-page
optimization. On-page optimization includes all activities that occur on your own
website (e.g. navigation or internal links, keyword density, realURL structure,
metadata integration). Off-page optimization, in contrast, includes measures that
take place outside a website (especially back-link structures).

Sha ri ng
You can share something via the “share” button on Facebook or Google+, for
example, in a similar way to the Like function. In this way, content from other users
or corporate profiles can be reproduced on your site, or further distributed by your
own circle of “friends”. Messages, photos or videos very quickly achieve a high reach
in this way. Data can be exchanged and large amounts of compressed data can be
sent via sharing platforms. Slideshare or WeTransfer are examples of providers of
these services.
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S ocial N etwor k
In the social media, this refers to a web portal that enables users to create a custom
profile and link it with the profiles of other users. Different communication options
are offered for maintaining the network created in this way. Commercial providers
have been criticized for exploiting the usage data and social relationships for
advertising purposes.

Tag Cloud
A tag cloud is a visual representation of terms on a website or on a specific topic. The
terms are represented differently according to their relevance, commonly by size and
color. The term “tag” is often used as a synonym for keyword, but it is a keyword that
has been assigned to an object by a person (for example, to “tag” in relation to photos
means to “mark”).

Tweet
Tweets are the short posts or updates on the social networking and microblogging
portal Twitter. Users can subscribe to certain authors and their posts and thus
become “followers”.
A retweet is a referenced repetition of a post to make your own followers aware of the
information. Information can be spread very quickly as a result.

URL & r ealU RL
The URL (unified resource locator) is the address of a resource on a network. An
example is the address of our Internet site http://www.marquard-bahls.com. If a
URL for a page is selected in such a way that it is already descriptive enough to give
information about the content, this is called a realURL. An example is the page
http://www.marquard-bahls.com/en/responsibility/corporate-citizenship.html where
the URL is readable, rather than just containing combinations of numbers and letters.
This variant increases users’ and search machines’ (see SEO) understanding of the
website’s structure.

VanityURL
On social media the term VanityURL is used when a realURL (see URL) is assigned
to sites, such as fan pages on Facebook. An example would be www.facebook.com/
mabanaft.
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Web Ana lytics
Web analytics records and subsequently evaluates users’ actions on websites.
The main purpose of this is to adapt web pages to the needs of users, identify
optimization potential to increase the effectiveness of the website, and to measure
the success of corporate communications activities (e.g. in terms of website traffic
after an advertising campaign or the posting of a corporate announcement in the
press section). Statistical tools (e.g. Google Analytics, eTracker) are used to collect
important information, such as the source via which visitors were routed to the site
(e.g. search engines, external website directories or industry partners), the region,
and the type of computer browser, click-through rates and length of stay on each
page, and the sub-pages from which the website was exited.

Webi na r
A webinar (short for web seminar) is a real-time event conducted online (e.g. seminar,
or training course). It is usually interactive.

Wi ki
A wiki consists of a website that can be modified and expanded directly by its users.
Because it is important to minimize the need for training users to edit pages, the
editors work like simple word processing programs. This enables easy cooperation
in editing the mostly text entries, as only a browser is needed as a basis. The most
famous website based on this technology is Wikipedia.

Word B a nning
Word banning is an effective method to prevent unwanted posts (spam). To do so, the
administrator blacklists individual words. If a post is published with a word from this
blacklist, the entire post is either discarded, or the word in question is replaced with
a different word or an asterisk.
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